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Chapter 331 In
just a short moment, the entire Sea King Square was silent!
Those three fiery red Dan Yun, on Yue Feng’s head, lingered for a long time!
Everyone stopped laughing and looked at Yue Feng blankly, speechless in shock!
This.. how is this possible?
Three Dan Clouds? Three Dan Clouds! In just ten minutes, not only was the pill made
into pills, but three pill clouds were also attracted!
Su Qing’s heart trembled violently, she was surprised and happy, she couldn’t even
believe her eyes!
It turned out that this student of my own was much better than myself in the attainment
of alchemy!
Under the ring, Zhou Qin was shocked and stared at Yue Feng. She knew that Yue
Feng knew how to make alchemy. But he never imagined that he would be so high in
alchemy.
You must know that Liang Shaohua, a disciple of the Shaolin School, only caused a
cloud to come out.
And he actually led out three flowers!
At this moment, everyone on the jury’s seat felt that they stood up one after another! A
Dan child, how, how is it so powerful? !
hum!
At this moment, a burst of aura vibrated from Yue Feng’s elixir furnace. The next
moment, a thorn red elixir flew out of the elixir furnace and landed firmly in Yue Feng’s
hand!
“Time’s up!” the host shouted.
At this moment, the eyes of the audience were all staring at the red medicinal pill.
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The host walked over quickly, unable to hide the excitement in his eyes, and asked
curiously: “Excuse me, this contestant, no, this Dan boy, what kind of medicine is this?”
Yue Feng handed the medicine over and said lightly: “Back to Tiandan.”
Back to Tiandan? !
At this moment, Su Qing next to her, her delicate body suddenly trembled!
There was also a lot of discussion on the judges table! Huitian Pill, also known as
‘Huitian Good Fortune Pill’, is an extremely miraculous medicinal pill.
As we all know, not everyone can become a cultivator. There are some people who are
born with blocked meridians and cannot form the inner power of true qi.
This is a congenital defect, and no one can change it.
And Huitian Dan can just solve these shortcomings!
At this moment, there was also a heated discussion in the audience. The following
people, although they have never heard of Huitian Pill, also know that the pill that Yue
Feng refined is definitely not simple.
According to this situation, Yue Feng should win the championship!
The boy in white just caused a cloud of dandruff.
And this Yue Feng, but three flowers.
From the point of view of the Dan Yun, the medicinal pills made by Yue Feng must be of
a higher level than that of the white-clothed boy, and they are even rarer!
However, at this moment, to the surprise of everyone, on the ring, a sexy and slim figure
stood up and walked to the host.
It was the president of the Alchemy Association, Ren Feifei.
Whoa!
In an instant, the eyes of everyone around were focused on her.
I have to say, this Ren Feifei is really beautiful, this figure, this exquisite appearance,
any man will fall into the trap when he sees it.
Ren Feifei glanced at Yue Feng and said nothing.

Immediately afterwards, she took the Huiyuan Pill from the host’s hand, and then said
softly, “This medicinal pill should have failed to be refined. The Huiyuan Pill in the record
should be dark red, and this pill is dark red. One, but it is bright red. So after you take
this medicine pill, it has no effect at all.”
Having said that, he tilted his head to look at Yue Feng again, and said with a smile,
“Your name is Yue Feng, right? I have to say that you can trigger three Dan clouds,
which means that you have reached a certain level in the alchemy technique, but this
Huiyuan Dan, you have not successfully refined it, it is a pity. Go back and continue to
work hard and work hard. Find the real refining method of Yuanyuan Pill as soon as
possible.” The
voice was not loud, but everyone present could hear it clearly!
The words fell, and the judges, Master Jueyuan and Spirit Treasure, all nodded silently
in agreement.
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Seriously, just now, Yue Feng caused three Dan Clouds, which shocked them very
much.
But after seeing this Huiyuan Pill, after carefully distinguishing it, several judges felt that
this pill did not match the description in the records.
After hearing Ren Feifei’s theory at this time, the judges, Master Jueyuan, were more
convinced of their guesses.
Thinking about it carefully, how could a Dan child be able to refine a top-quality elixir like
Huiyuan Dan?
Totally impossible!
Yue Feng frowned secretly and did not speak.
You can’t fail at all! In “Wuji Pill Technique”, it is clearly recorded that Huiyuan Pill is
refined in this way, and there is no problem in every step.
Su Qing originally thought that she was the champion this time, but after listening to
Ren Feifei’s words, she was full of disappointment.
This Huiyuan Dan, the refining failed? How could this be?
That feeling is like suddenly falling from the cloud to the bottom of the valley, an
indescribable loss.

The crowd under the stage also burst into laughter in an instant!
Ha ha!
After working for a long time, the refining failed!
Hao Jian couldn’t close his mouth with laughter, and turned his head towards Zhou Qin
and said, “Look, let me tell you, how does this door-to-door son-in-law know how to
concoct alchemy? He just wanted to pretend, but it failed, hahahaha! “
Nima, I was really startled just now, I really thought he had the ability to refine rare elixir.
It was a false alarm.
At this time, Hao Jian was indescribably happy in his heart, and at the same time, his
eyes were fixed on Ren Feifei on the stage, the more he looked at it, the more pleasing
to the eye.
As expected of the president of the Jiangnan Alchemy Association, he is really eyecatching.
Ren Feifei in the ring put Huiyuan Dan on the table. Immediately after that, he walked
back to his position, sat down slowly, and with the other judges, began to identify the
other players’ medicinal pills.
Ten minutes later, all the selection results came out.
The host said excitedly: “Okay, everyone be quiet, now the game is over! With warm
applause, we have invited the president of the Jiangnan Alchemy Association, Ren
Feifei, to announce the results of the game.”
Wow!
The voice fell, and everyone on the board was excited!
In the warm applause, Ren Feifei stood up and walked to the center of the ring.
So beautiful.
At this moment, the eyes of many men converged on Ren Feifei again, lamenting her
perfect figure and prosperous appearance.
The failure of Yue Feng to concoct alchemy just now was just a minor disturbance to
everyone.
How can an alchemy boy fail in alchemy, as admiring beautiful women.

At this time, Ren Feifei looked around and said softly, “Now I announce that the
champion of today’s alchemy conference is Liang Shaohua from the Shaolin faction .
“
!
With a smile on her face, Ren Feifei continued, “The next runner-up is Cheng Xinlei
from the Xiaoyao faction.”
Yue Feng was speechless.
Nima, it is really strange, I have never failed in alchemy! After he obtained the Wuji Pill
Technique, he made pills many times, and all of them were successful. This Huiyuan
Dan has attracted Dan Yun, so how can it fail? impossible. Wasn’t this Ren Feifei’s
misjudgment?
Yue Feng had a series of questions in his heart, but seeing Su Qing’s disappointment,
he still smiled bitterly and said, “Mr. Su, I’m sorry…”
Su Qing forced a smile, shook her head and said, “It’s okay, I don’t blame you. “
But there was still a deep sense of disappointment in her voice.
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Seeing that she didn’t blame herself, Yue Feng relaxed a little. Teacher Su is really
considerate.
It was at this time that Yue Feng suddenly felt a coldness coming from not far away.
Turning his head to look, he was meeting the too cold eyes of Master Miao Yuan.
Yue Feng frowned secretly.
what’s going on? What’s wrong with this teacher’s eyes? This wonderful teacher is so
beautiful and refined, and her temperament is also good. How can she see herself as if
she has met an enemy?
I don’t seem to have any grudges with her, do I?
Just thinking about it, Ren Feifei also announced the result of the game. And at this
moment, Master Miaoyuan suddenly stood up.
A pair of beautiful eyes stared at Yue Feng coldly, unable to hide his disgust and anger,
a murderous aura pervaded his graceful body.

To be honest, during the match just now, Master Miao Yuan couldn’t help it. Yue Feng,
an unrighteous person, actually came to participate in the alchemy conference. This is
simply a blasphemy to the alchemy conference!
But she didn’t expect that in the middle of the game, Yue Feng, as a pill boy, actually
played in place of the contestant to refine pills.
For such a person to make alchemy, it is a great shame for the alchemy conference!
This person can defile even his own siblings! Simply disgusting!
Yue Feng was dumbfounded.
What is this Master Miaoyuan doing?
“Yue Feng! You give me death!”
Miao Yuan’s jade hand turned over, a white long sword suddenly appeared, and the
sword pointed at Yue Feng coldly: “: “A despicable and shameless person like you can
also participate in the alchemy conference. ? You have done such an unbearable
scandal, and the world will not tolerate it. My six major factions are all famous and
righteous people. How can you be in the company of people like you? You are not
worthy of being human at all, and today I will act for heaven! “
When the words fell, Master Miaoyuan held the long sword tightly and stabbed directly
at Yue Feng’s heart.
A shot is a killer move, merciless!
shit.
Is this teacher too sick? ! It looks beautiful, why is it unreasonable? I didn’t mess with
her!
Yue Feng instinctively wanted to dodge. But the speed of Master Miao Yuan is too fast,
and in the blink of an eye, he has reached his side!
Done!
Yue Feng only felt a strong breath, and locked himself firmly, and suddenly felt a little
desperate.
What?
Seeing this scene, the others around were also taken aback.
what happened?

Master Miaoyuan, how could you suddenly attack Yue Feng?
Hao Jian in the audience was inexplicably excited. He said to Zhou Qin, “See, you ‘good
brother,’ must be molesting a female disciple of the Emei School. Otherwise, could Shi
Tai be so angry?”
Seeing the long sword, he was about to stab Zhong Yue. The heart of the wind! At this
critical moment, Ren Feifei came over instantly, blocking Yue Feng’s body at once. At
the same time, he stretched out two jade fingers and firmly clamped the tip of Master
Miaoyuan’s sword.
hiss!
To be able to grasp this sword with two fingers..!
At this moment, many people present took a deep breath!
Master Miao Yuan is an elder of the Emei School, and he is very powerful! Miao Yuan
Shi Tai’s sword just now was almost as fast as lightning!
But such a sharp stab was actually intercepted by Ren Feifei.
At this time, everyone was extremely shocked! It turns out that this sexy, bright and
moving alchemy president is actually a master!
And Master Miao Yuan’s eyebrows were tightly locked, she moved the hilt a few times,
but found that she couldn’t move at all.
At this time, Ren Feifei smiled lightly and said, “Master Miaoyuan, you are also a
famous figure in the Emei faction. It’s not right for you to hurt people at the alchemy
conference.”
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said, glanced at Yue Feng, and continued: “If there is any grudge between you, it is
better to resolve it in private.”
As the president of the Jiangnan Alchemy Association, she would never allow this to
happen.
The voice fell, and Ren Feifei’s fingers flicked on the blade.
Ding!
A crisp sound came, and Master Miaoyuan felt a force coming. The long sword could
hardly be held, and the body couldn’t help but take two steps back.

“President Ren, this Yue Feng is too hateful. He defiled his younger brother and sister
and was expelled from the family. How can you say that such a person is qualified to
stand on this stage?” Master Miao Yuan said angrily.
As soon as the voice fell, the audience was in an uproar! They all pointed at Yue Feng!
This door-to-door son-in-law, turned out to be such a person?
Is this what people do?
At this time, Hao Jian in the audience couldn’t help sneering: “I can’t see that Yue Feng
still has such a hobby, even his younger siblings can do it, tsk tsk.”
Zhou Qin bit his lip tightly, unable to speak. . Although she believed that Yue Feng was
not such a person. But Master Miaoyuan, can it be false to say it on this occasion?
At this time, Yue Feng, who was on the stage, turned pale.
This wonderful predestined master doesn’t understand the real situation at all,
indiscriminately, she just takes action when she comes up? !
Yue Feng took a step forward and said coldly, “Master Miaoyuan, let me tell you, I have
never done this before.”
Dare to argue! Master Miaoyuan’s chest trembled with anger, and the old Yue family
said that Yue Feng had defiled Zhang Jiajia. Could it be fake?
Does this kid dare to do it or not, is he still a man?
Ren Feifei couldn’t help but glared at Yue Feng: “Master, what he does is indeed
against the morality of the rivers and lakes, but now, after all, it’s still in the game, so it’s
better for Master to calm down.” The
voice fell, Ren Feifei looked Xiang Yuefeng: “Follow me.”
After speaking, she slowly walked off the ring. Yue Feng followed behind her.
Going all the way to the backstage, Ren Feifei stopped, turned around and said to Yue
Feng, “Are you interested in visiting the Alchemy Association?” I
have to say, this Ren Feifei is really a top-notch beauty.
At this time, the close-up observation shows that there are no blind spots in all
directions. He is tall and slender, especially those long legs, round and straight, and
delicate face, without the slightest flaw.

Coupled with a curly and bright long hair, it is indescribably mature and charming.
But at this time, Yue Feng’s expression was indifferent, and he said without thinking,
“I’m not interested.”
What’s the use of being beautiful?
Fortunately, you are still the president of the Alchemy Association. The Huiyuan Pill that
you have just refined is obviously not a problem.
But you have to say that the color is wrong, and you will conclude that I have not
succeeded in refining.
At this time, Yue Feng only felt that he and her had no common language, and naturally
had no interest.
Not interested in?
Ren Feifei frowned, she just found it funny. You must know that you are the president of
the Alchemy Association, and I don’t know how many people are flattering.
If you send an invitation yourself, if you change it to someone else, I am afraid that I will
wake up laughing from a dream.
And this Yue Feng refused so bluntly.
interesting.
Thinking to herself, Ren Feifei asked curiously, “Why don’t you want to go?”
Yue Feng said bluntly: “The Huiyuan Pill I made has no problem at all, but you said that
I failed to make it. So I have no interest in you and your so-called Pill Refining
Association.”
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Hearing this, Ren Feifei laughed and said, “How do you know that the Huiyuan Pill you
refined did not fail?”
Yue Feng smiled lightly, and responded confidently: “I have always made pills. I’ve
never failed.”
With “Wuji Pill Technique”, the extraordinary book of alchemy, it’s hard to fail!
Ren Feifei nodded: “I found you a little interesting. You are quite confident. You know,
since I was the president of the Jiangnan Alchemy Association, no one has ever

rejected me like this. Even some alchemy masters, even if It is the elder of the six sects,
and he is also very respectful to me. I invited you to the alchemy association, but you
refused?”
Yue Feng smiled without saying a word, and at the same time felt ridiculous for Ren
Feifei’s arrogance.
You look like you’re just a few years older than me, and you call me a child?
At this moment, Ren Feifei suddenly put away her smile and said slowly: “Son, let’s be
honest, the medicinal pill you made just now is indeed true. The medicinal pill you made
has not failed.”
What? ?
Yue Feng frowned.
Nima, what are you doing?
I clearly succeeded, why did you just say that my refining failed?
Are you playing shady with me?
Feeling Yue Feng’s anger, Ren Feifei continued earnestly: “I know you must be very
dissatisfied, but speaking of it, I am also doing it for your own good, think about it
carefully, if I announced in public just now, the Huiyuan Dan you refined Is it true, what
are the consequences?”
Consequences?
What can be the consequences.
Yue Feng chuckled secretly and said without hesitation, “The consequence is that my
teacher Su will win the championship.”
Ren Feifei shook his head: “Why do I call you a child? It’s because you are not mature
enough. You must know that there are many people from big families who came here to
watch the game today, and among these big families, there are many children. , rich
and powerful, but unable to practice due to various reasons. If you know that you can
make this kind of Huiyuan Dan, you can practice after taking it. Guess, will they catch
you and force you to make it for them? ?.”
This…
Hearing this, Yue Feng calmed down, and after thinking about it, he couldn’t help
breaking out in a cold sweat.

That’s right. If he can refine the matter of Yuanyuan Dan, he will make it public at this
alchemy conference.
Danger yourself.
Those people will definitely do everything possible to get Huiyuan Dan from themselves.
Realizing this, Yue Feng couldn’t help but glance at Ren Feifei.
Although this woman is not a few years older than herself, she is really mature, and she
is very thoughtful in her thoughts and actions.
Ren Feifei continued: “There is another reason. This alchemy conference was held by
the six sects. You are a little alchemist, and you are not a disciple of the six sects. If you
refine the best medicine, you will Where should the face of the six major sects go? So I
can’t announce on the spot that you and Su Qing are the champions. But don’t worry,
after the conference, I will let the Alchemy Association, according to the champion’s
standard, send Su Qing the competition reward .”
Ren Feifei admires Yue Feng very much, being so young can trigger three Dan Clouds
to come out. Absolute talent.
But she didn’t know that Yue Feng’s alchemy can not only lead to Dan Yun, but also
give him enough materials and time, even if it leads to thunder and lightning, it is very
easy!
Yue Feng shrugged: “Okay, then you can contact Teacher Su after the incident and give
her a reward.”
Ren Feifei nodded lightly and said with a smile, “I have to say, your child is indeed an
alchemy genius, are you interested in taking me as a teacher?”
Apprentice?
Yue Feng laughed dumbly, shook his head decisively and said, “I’m sorry, I’m not
interested.” After saying this, he turned and left the backstage.
On the way home, recalling today’s experience, Yue Feng was speechless.
Nima, what happened today?
First of all, the master of the wonderful fate, I don’t know where the public opinion
heard, insisted to kill himself.
He practiced Huiyuan Dan by himself, which can obviously help Su Qing win the
championship, but Ren Feifei said that it could not be made public.

The most ridiculous thing is that this Ren Feifei has to accept himself as a disciple.
I have the “Wu Ji Dan Shu”, what kind of elixir can’t be refined? To worship her as a
teacher?
….
eight o’clock in the evening.
After dinner, Yue Feng sat on the sofa and watched TV with Liu Xuan.
After a day of tossing and watching TV with my wife, what a wonderful thing. What
made him happiest was that when he was about to sleep, Leiyun called.
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